
 



Dear Reader,

we are happy to present you the second edition of our project newsletter.

During the recent 6 months the project partners have met twice in transnational meetings in 
Sheffield (UK) and Berlin (Germany) to discuss und work on the intellectual outputs and the 
dissemination activities of the FarSharesLabs project.

We could also participate and present the ideas of FairSharesLabs at the big networking event 
of the FairShares Association and the FairShares Institute in Sheffield.

And we visited FaithStar a social enterprise in Sheffield on the road to a FairShares Company.

Finally we got an introduction to the goals and services of the first full accessible co-working 
space in Berlin, the “TUECHTIG”.
Please enjoy the articles and we are happy if you could give us back some comments.

Kind regards and cheers
Roger Schmidtchen, coordinator
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The second meeting of the six partners 
took place in Sheffield in June, where nine 
people came from Germany, Croatia, 
Hungary and the Netherlands to meet with 
UK based Social Enterprise International 
and members of the FairShares Institute 
further the work of the FairSharesLabs. 

The meetings took place at two significant 
Host organisations.  The first being 
Sheffield Hallam University, who are 
becoming an important Academic partner 

in the project largely due to the work of 
Dr Rory Ridley Duff who is both a Director 
of one of the Partners, Social Enterprise 
International Ltd and an Associate 
Professor of the University.
The other host was an organisation called 
Faithstar – soon to be rebranded as 
FaithCom Ltd.  The CEO and Founder of 
FaithStar is Shahida Saddique, and the 
meeting gave her the chance to share her 
story and interest in FairShare.
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The third transnational project meeting 
took place from 23rd till 24th of August 
2017 in Berlin. Totally 9 participants from 6 
different partners met at the first inclusive 
Co-Working Space in Berlin, The Tuechtig, 
running by the KOPF, HAND und FUSS ge-
meinnützige Gesellschaft für Bildung mbH, 
one of the two German project partners.

Main topics of the meeting were the de-
bate on the first draft of Intellectual Output 
1, the methodology of FairShares Labs, the 
marketing activities and second draft of the 
Intellectual Output 2, the interactive coop-
erating learning and working tool.
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During the 3rd transnational project 
meeting of the FairShares Lab project in 
Berlin at 23rd and 24th of August 2017 the 
9 participants from 5 European countries 
visited “TUECHTIG” Germany’s first inclusive 
and barrier-free co-working space. 

TUECHTIG wants to offer a place for 
working, thinking, exchanging and learning, 
a people welcoming any starting place. The 
collaboration of young and old, of people 

with and without disabilities, German and 
non-German, employed and self-employed 
is a fundamental characteristic and basis 
how the TUECHTIG is working. 

This breeding ground of creative ideas is 
also empowered by accompanying events, 
mentoring programs, start-up offers, expert 
salons and networking with the economy.
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VISION

To eliminate poverty and promote 
social justice by building commu-
nities in which every adult has the 
opportunity to become a co-owner 
of the organisation on which they, 
their family and community depend.

MISSION

To engage in critical testing, de-
velopment and application of the 
FairShares Model and dissemi-
nate the results in an intellectual 
common for the benefit of edu-
cators, researchers, entrepre-
neurs, managers, members and 
professionals engaged in co-op-
erative social entrepreneurship.
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Five values and Principles
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